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Abstract
On Pluto, N2-rich ice is seen at 35° to ~60° N latitude,
with incursions up to 75° N [1]. The Northern
incursions are mostly in smaller, flat-bottomed
lowlands south of 70°. Both shadowing by canyon
walls and the higher frost point at higher pressures
favor N2 accumulation in depressions. However,
neither effect is sufficient to significantly redistribute
N2 ice over a single Pluto year, suggesting that the N2
in the northern valleys is laid down over multiple
Pluto seasons.

shallower or larger depressions (note the lack of N2
in the low, wide feature straddling the North Pole).
Thus we investigate N2 stability vs. latitude, altitude,
and shadowing by valley walls.

2. Method
The temperature of the N2 ice on Pluto’s surface will
be at the “frost point,” which depends on the globally
averaged energy balance of the N2 ice; the surface
pressure then follows from vapor-pressure
equilibrium [3]. The N2 ice on depression floors will
have higher surface pressures, higher surface
temperature, and higher thermal emission. Absorbed
insolation depends on season, latitude, albedo, and
shadowing from canyon walls, so depression floors
have potentially less insolation [4]. Local imbalances
between emission and insolation are compensated by
latent heat of sublimation, so higher frost points and
lower insolation both lead to decreased sublimation
(or increased deposition) e.g. on valley floors.
Locally the net sublimation rate (R, cm/s) is found
from:

(1− A)S( λ , λs ,α ) − σεT (h)4 = RL / ρ
Figure 1. Shading denotes elevation (dark is deep,
with the deepest canyons being ~2.5 km below the
mean radius of Pluto). Color denotes N2 band
strength (red for more N2 ice or larger grain size, blue
for lack of detectable N2). 180° longitude is up.

1. Introduction
Pre-encounter simulations of Pluto’s seasons
suggested that once sublimation of Northern N2
begins post-perihelion (Northern summer), it should
leave the Northern hemisphere bare on a timescale of
only ~1 or 2 years [2], accompanied by a severe drop
in the pressure. New Horizons found N2 in northern
mid latitudes, with scattered N2 in the far north (Fig
1). The N2 north of ~60° is confined to local
depressions, with less N2 in the far North, or in

(1)

A is the bolometric Bond albedo; as the observed
reflectance varies little between lowlands and
uplands, we adopted A = 0.8 [5]. S is the absorbed
solar flux, which depends on the latitude, λ, the subsolar latitude, λs, and the angle of the horizon, α. σ is
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and ε is the
emissivity, which we take to be unity. T is the
temperature of the N2 ice, which depends on the
height h above the mean radius. L is the latent heat
(2.5 x 109 erg/g), and ρ is the density of the N2 ice
(1.0 g/cm3). An N2-covered area can be a site of
either condensation or sublimation. A bare area can
be a condensation site if T is below the frost point
and R < 0.

We use the N2 pressure at h=0 as measured by New
Horizons in 2015 [6] and extrapolated to the surface
from ground-based stellar occultations 1988-2015 [7],
then calculated T(h=0) by vapor-pressure equilibrium.
The wet adiabat (-0.1 K/km) defines the pressure and
temperature of the N2 ice on the valley floor, and the
resulting difference in the thermal emission relative
to ice at the frost point and h = 0 km. The resulting
sublimation mass flux will deposit roughly 0.8 cm
more N2 at –2 km vs. 0 km altitude over the interval
1985-2015. Shadowing affects deposition rates by
decreasing the solar insolation, especially for small
depressions or near valley walls, adding ~3 to 4 cm
more N2 for a 15° vs 0° horizon over the same time
span, depending on latitude. Shadowing also extends
the duration of the “arctic night,” during which a
location receives no sunlight over a Pluto rotation,
typically by ~30 years, yielding an additional tens of
cm of N2 ice per Pluto year in lowlands vs. highlands.

uplands too warm for condensation for most of the
previous century. Thus, Pluto’s northern N2 may be
perennially dichotomous, as suggested for Triton [8].
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